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DU's to join
Betas in move
By Jim Marino
Contributing Editor

I » («M«... i »•»•»•*••
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DELTA UPSILON will be the second
fraternity to move off-campus following the
lead set by Beta Theta Pi last year. The

fraternity is planning to build a $150,000 house.
It is working now on securing land for the
construction and move.

The Delta Upsilon fraternity will
follow (he path taken last year by Beta
Theta Pi and move off campus.
An announcement of the intended
move was made yesterday by HA.
DeHays, fraternal adviser to the DU's.
Jeff May, DU president, said the
move could not take place this quarter.
But he added, "the move is not too far
off."
"It was the unanimous decision of
the Delta Upsilon Alumni Inc.
organization to proceed with plans for the
move," said DeHays. "We are presently
negotiating for land and have plans for
the construction of our $150,000 house."
DeHays said administrative approval of the plan was not needed, nor
had it been sought.

Agnew hits commission
SIOUX FALLS S.D. (API-Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew yesterday
assailed the Presidential Commission on
Campus Unrest, saying its failure to
blame disrupters and their apologizers
"will be taken as more pablum for the
permissiveness."
In the strongest criticism of the
report yet from the Nixon administration. Agnew said it is '"imprecise, contradictory and equivocal."
Aides said the vice president's view did
not necessarily represent the viewpoint
of the White House, which has not yet
commented.
The commission headed by former
Republican Gov. William Scran tun of
Pennsylvania in its report issued
Saturday laid the blame for campus
unrest on many shoulders but said:
"Only the President has the platform
and prestige to urge all Americans, at
once, to step back frum the battlelines
into which they are forming."
Agnew's attack on the report came in
a speech prepared for a Republican
luncheon here, first stop on a three-day
campaign trip by Agnew that takes him
later to Minot, N.D. and Salt Lake City,
Utah.
He also criticized South Dakota's
iunior senator Democrat George S.

McGovern as "one of the foremost
national leaders of national liberalismand its chief fund raiser today." He
called on Democratic candidates for
governor and Congress to repudiate
McGovern, who is not himself a candidate this year.
In discussing the Scran ton commission report, Agnew denounced what
he called "the self-appointed interpreters
and translators on the commission, and
within the nation's 'academic journalistic complex', who rushed before the
cameras to tell us what it said."
"First," he said, "the American
people have been led by this truncated
and distorted report to believe that the
primary need for restoration of order on
the American campus is for the
President of the United States to exercise
greater moral leadership."
"This is an unfair, outrageous and
unacceptable charge to make against the
President, who has time and again
spoken out in defense of dissent-time and
again spoken out in unequivocal condemnation of violence and disorder
wherever it occurs," Agnew added.
The second conclusion of the contrived second report, the one purveyed
by press and America, is that somehow,
because there is a war going on, and

GAS alters plans
for student trustee
By Marts McCrabb
The drive to seat a student on the
Board of Trustees, which was blocked
last spring, will be carried on this fall
with a different angle.
Group Action for Students I GAS I
plans to settle for a non-voting student
who would participate in the board's
activities, but will not technically be a
"member."
GAS tentatively plans an informal
presentation to the board at their
November meeting.
"Our main point will be to have a
student appointed to the board, instead of
seated on the board," said Art Toalston
iJr., Ed.).
Toalston was one of the organizers of
last spring's drive to seat a voting
student on the board. This drive was cut
short by Governor Rhodes' reappointment of Robert C. Winzeler, Sr.

GAS ran an unsuccessful petition drive
in their efforts, needing only 5,700
signatures.
"As the state law is now," Toalston
said, "members of the board are appointed by the governor with the consent
of the State Senate, to nine-year terms.
The board's size is limited to nine
members."
The group is aiming to seat an
unofficial student member who would
attend all the meetings, formal and informal, of the board.
Previously, the board said that by
itself it was unable to act upon the
students' request, but since the studen'
member would have no legal or voting
status, GAS believes the Trustees could
seat a student by resolution.
The student group plans to present
their plans to administration and faculty
senate leaders before the Trustees'
November meeting.

News to include Green Sheet
Although the contents on the "Green Sheet" announcing campus
events will be appearing in the Monday edition of The News , all submissions should be made to Ten Sharp at University News Service, 807
Administration Bldg. The deadline is noon, Thursday.

because there are remnants of injustice
and racism and poverty in Americathere is, therefore, some explanation or
justification for antisocial conduct and
disorders by disaffected students,"
Agnew declared, adding: "This is totally
false and utterly unacceptable."
As for the broad report itself, Agnew
praised its "unequivocal stand praised
its "unequivocal stand against violence
and its historical analysis into the

background of unrest.
A letter to the President signed by 56
Republican and 4 Democratic
representatives stated,
"It is our belief that 'ending the
Vietnam war, reforming the universities
and a continuing commitment to social
justice' will not in themselves placate
campus extremists. The claim that
greater efforts in these areas will effectively restrain militant revolutionists
is unrealistic."

"Our organization is incorporated
under the ariticles of incorporation with
the state of Ohio. The decision is ours,
and we have made it," DeHays said.
One reason the move was decided
upon after DU's here felt there was no
tangible way to tell one fraternity house
from another on the basis of appearance
"I'd hesitate to say that thing now
appear socialistic, but fraternities here
look so much alike, so many are overcrowded and ole-the move is the best
wayout." said DeHays.
Jim Kalish, DU building committee
member, complained of the $170 per
quarter fee housing fraternity residents
must pay. He said the fraternity men
wanted more for their money.
"We don't appreciate paying all that
money and never having any better
facilities or services provided us to show
for it," Kalish said.
"On campus now, we still have to pay
out of house funds for such things as
garbage collection," Kalish said.
DeHays said the DU's have always
thought the idea of a Greek Village was
naive. "People here must see the individual effort of greek initiative."
Kalish added, "Now that plans for
the Greek Village have stagnated, this
appears the only realistic alternative.
DeHays is an architectural designer
and a University faculty member with
the fine arts department. He designed
plans for the proposed new house, but
held hope that a local construction firm
would handle the work.
DeHays said he had no idea how
much of the $150,000 needed for construction has already been raised, but

said, "We are well of the ground on this."
He said additional monies would be
raised by investing capital in "income
properties", then liquidating the
property at a profit.
The land would be in the greater
Bowling Green area, according to
DeHavs
The proposed new home for the DU's
will include such features as: an outdoor
s» miming pool, housemother's quarters,
an alumni room and house officer's
space. The home would be located on a
one-half acre lot which DeHays said he
could not now name.
DeHays said old fraternity houses on
campus could be better utilized as
classroom space after the greeks move
off campus.
"This is a move we felt we had to
make. Chances are greeks may be
'ordered' off campus sometime soon,
anyhow, and we didn't want to be caught
unprepared."
University administrators were
caught unaware by the surprise announcement and refused comment for
publication until they could review
existing DU plans for the move.
Of particular interest to the administration would be the exact time the
DU's planned thru- move. The News
learned administrators were not expecting another off-campus move for at
least one year.
However, the successes of the Beta
move had played a major role in DU
wishing to follow suit, said DU president
May.
"We will go through whatever proper
channels exist, but there should be no
hang-ups, and we will move off," he said.

Peace speculations rise

Egypt mourns for Nasser
CAIRO! API-Egyptians poured out
their grief for Gamal Abdel Nasser
yesterday as world capitals wondered
what his passing may portend for peace
in the Middle East.
Many feared that the Egyptian
president's death may mean a new
setback for the already stalled peace
talks between Israel and its Arab neighbors.
President Nixon, however, said it
was too early to know how Nasser's death
may affect the troubled Mideast. He told
newsmen accompanying him to the U.S.
6th Fleet in the Mediterranean:
"It will contribute a new situation,
but whether it contributes to more
tension remains to be seen. I think it is
much too early to say because we do not
know whome his successor will be or
whether it might be some kind of
collective leadership."
Some diplomats at the United
Nations said Nasser's death might spell
the end of the U.S. initiative that laid the
ground work for the talks with a 90-day
cease-fire between Israel on one side and
Egypt and Jordan on the other. Gunnar
V. Jarring, the U.S. peace mediator,
disagreed, saying it was too early to tell,
a U.N. spokesman reported.
Acting President Anwar Sadat
received condolences from world
leaders, some of whom began arriving
for the state funeral tomorrow.
There was little speculation among
Egyptians in their hour of mourning as to
a successor to Nasser, but they learned
that some of his closest advisers had
been at his bedside, among them Sadat.
He was a fellow officer in the 1952
coup against the monarchy and was
chosen by Nasser to be his vice president.
He is acting president until a new
chief executive is chosen within 60 days.
Others included Gen. Mohammed
Fawzi, comander in chief of the armed
forces, and Air Marshal Aly Sabn, a
former confidant of Nasser.
With Sadat as chairman, the
executive committee of Egypt's only
political party, the Arab Socialist Union,
and the Cabinet met in emergency
session. It was presumed they discussed
the date for a party vote on Nasser's
successor. Cairo radio said Lhere was no
statement after the 90-minute session.
Earlier, the government ordered a

state of "utmost emergency" all along
the Suez Canal cease-fire line to guard
against any possible attack. Israel also
alerted its troops on the canal.
One of Nasser's last official acts was
to help frame an agreement Sunday
between King Hussein of Jordan and the
Palestinian guerrillas to end the Jordanian civil war.
For this he had summoned Arab
leaders to Cairo, and it was while seeing
off the delegation from Kuwait that his
fatal heart attack struck.
Cairo radio reported that Soviet
Premier Alexei N. Kosygin arrived in
Cairo and sobbed as he embraced Sadat

and other officials greeting him.
Weeping and chanting, hundreds of
thousands of Egyptians kept a vigil
outside Kubbah Palace, where Nasser's
body lay in state.
Government offices, schools and
shops were closed all over Egypt in line
with a 40-day period of mourning. Radio
and television carried funeral chants and
readings from the Koran, the Moslem
holy book.
Thousands of Egyptians were
streaming into Cairo. They came by all
methods of conveyance, trains, buses,
cars, on donkeys or on foot.
All newspapers carried enlarged

photographs showing Nasser on his last
day as he bade farewell to Arab leaders
going home from the emergency summit
conference.
The last picture was Nasser's
farewell embarce of Emir Sabah Salem
el Sabah, ruler of Kuwait. It was almost
at that moment that Nasser felt the first
spell of nausea and dizziness signaling
the heart attack that was to kill him three
hours later.
The final picture showed the 52-yearold leader drawn, heavily lidded and
visibly worn with fatigue.

Au*«la>«4 P>m Wln»ha»

UNITED ARAB Republic President Gamal
Abdal Nasser watches as King Hussein of
Jordan and Yasir Arafat, guerrila leader of
Palestine, shake hands Sunday. Nasser had

been instrumental in developing an
agreement between the two concerning withdrawal of forces from Amman, Jordan,
shortly before his death Monday.
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the march for victory

ofs revisions
In 1966, the Master Plan for Higher Education in the
state of Ohio was formulated. This week the Ohio Faculty
Senate adopted a list of "policy positions" for the
necessary revision of that plan.
The New Master Plan is to be considered by the upcoming 109th General Assembly of the State Board of
Regents.
The preliminary draft revision of the Master Plan
drawnup by OFS contains several proposals of particular
interest to students and potential students of Ohio's
colleges and universities.
The recommendations called for a reasonable
guarantee to all citizens for the opportunity of a higher
education. It cannot remain a privilege for only those
who can shoulder the financial burden.
It is hoped that this can be interpreted to mean that
more funds will be made available to those students who
are economically or socially disadvantaged. (The OFS did
call for the development of a new system of grants-in-ald
to assist the needy.)
Another proposal requests that more encouragment be
given to out-of-state and foreign students to attend Ohio
schools.
It will be interesting to see just what incentives are
offered to these students if the suggestion is approved by
the Board. Lower outof state fees? Or perhaps an extended international exchange program?
These and other proposals made by the Ohio Faculty
Senate constitute vitally needed bridges in communication
among governing boards, administrators, faculty and
students.
The bridges are inherent in the revision plans but the
foundations for them are not. Concrete alternatives to
make the adjustments workable seemshakeyin the OFS
policy decisions.

the next leader
Egypt is looking for a new leader, fol lowing the death of
Gamal Abdel Nasser.
And although the News doesn't wish a heart-attack on
anyone, we hope his successor isamore competent and
humane individual.
It was true that Nasser had united the Arabs under a
common banner, but a banner of intolerence, hate and
violence is nothing to be proud of.
We hope the next leader of Egypt will choose to guide
the nation by appealing to M»e intelligence and reason of a
people in an area of the world too long torn by emotional
rabble rousing and hollow nationalism.
What will happen now in the Middle East is anyone's
guess. A provisional president is presently at the head of
the state, pending an election by the controling party.
Diplomats have termed Nasser's death a catastrophe
for the prospects of peace in the area. It'ssimplybecause
among countries where unity is sporadic at best, Nasser,
of all Arab leaders came closest to providing a semblance
of that unity.
Only he had the prestige to sway Arab militants toward
moderation-a position which he appeared to be assuming
in his final weeks.
If a strong moderate leader emerges in Egypt, efforts
toward peace may not be lost. If, as many suspect, there
are a multiplicity of successors to Nasser, the effect might
be to move Egypt and the Arab world closer to the position
of the violent extremists.
At any rate, moves toward peace are likely to be stalled
indefinitely as the world waits to see what new profile in
Middle East affairs Egypt will assume.
Whatever this position is, it can't make affairs in this
area any more snarled and confused than they have been
in the past.

rour

By Ronald Doughty
Guest Columnist
This Saturday over 500,000 Americans
will march down Pennsylvania Ave. in
Washington D.C. in support of military
victory in Vietnam and to voice their
opposition to Communist aggression and
subversion throughout the world.
These Americans will demonstrate
against the Nixon administration's sellout
of the South Vietnamese people by it's,
deliberate reluctance to pursue a course
of military victory in Southeast Asia.
They will carry American flags. Not
red ones. They will carry pictures of
Washington and Lincoln.
Not Che
Guevara's. And they will carry with
them the ideal that liberty is worth any
price-even if It means death for
thousands of their sons and maybe
themselves.
They will all be in Washington to show
Richard Nixon that the American people
will not and cannot accept the price of
defeat in Vietnam.
The march is being sponsored by Dr.
Carl Mclntyre, a conservative minister
in New Jersey, who in April held a
similar rally which drew over 100,000
people to demonstrate for a successful
military conclusion of the war.

news
Lerrers
noisemakers at flicks
Question: What is the only theater ii>
the world where the audience does the
entertaining?
Answer:
The campus flicks in
University Hall auditorium.
Such a fine assortment of
noisemakers-gum poppers, hissers,
talkers and the like-have never been
seen, or rather heard, in one place.
It really amazes me that such junior
high tricks come from a largely over-18
audience.
The campus movie is a good inex-

After many months of construction
and deliberation on the morality of 3.2
beer on campus, the Cardinal Room has
finally opened its long awaited doors.
It's about time another cafeteria-style
dining room was added to the family in
the Student Union. The renowned Carnation Room and The Falcon's Nest,
idespite the fact they are both "dry"),
have been bulging at the seams during
the lunch-hour.
The new Cardinal Room is being
properly initiated into Bowling Green
State University life since it too is experiencing that jamming and shoving
twelve o'clock lunch bunch.
What ever happened to the phrase, 'I
want to grab a bite to eat'? Despite the
new eating addition in the Student Union,
there is still the usual long line to stand in
that only ends in a room filled with oc-

the Israelis secret weapon
A Military Base, Israel
Private Moishe Ben Dov was court martialed today and
given a bad conduct discharge from the Israeli Army. He was
accused of saluting an officer.
Private Ben Dov made no attempt to deny the allegation
that while on his way to the mess hall he did, willfully and in
the presence of witnesses, salute one Captain David Lev.
Pale and trembling, the private told the tribunal that he had
been carried away by an "overwhelming compulsion." He
promised never to do It again and threw himself on the mercy
of the court.
In his behalf, a psychiatrist testified that Ben Dov, before
emigrating to Israel, had served two years in the Austrian
Army. His unheard of act, the psychiatrist said, was probably
triggered by his having seen the American movie "Patton," at
the base canteen the night before.
At first the court seemed disposed toward leniency. But two
factors compelled its harsh decision. One was the defendant's
long record of citations for displaying "a soldiery attitude."
These Included: shining his shoes, picking up cigarette butts
around company headquarters, wearing a regulation cap in a
regulation manner, addressing his superiors as "Sir" on more
than one occasion and keeping his tunic buttoned on the hottest
of days.
"Good God," whispered a Major on hearing this last. "The
next thing you know, he'll be wearing a necktie.''
What's a necktie? Asked the Lieutenant next to him.

pensive date, or a fine place to drag the
nearest roommate when the books get to
be too much. The movies themselves are
of fairly recent vintage, too.
So If you want to be the entertainers,
register for campus talent at the Union
and stay away from the campus movies.
Some of us are interested In what's going
on on the screen without the childish
antics of the audience as distractions.
Lisa Boulanger
422 Chapman

However, the top U.S. military
command and South Vietnamese
generals contend that the war could be
won in a matter of 8 weeks to 6 monthswithout the use of nuclear weapons.
Such a victory would not mean drastic
troop commitments or the invasion of
any enemy territory but rather massive
use of our air power against the supply
depots and trails of Laos and North
Vietnam, something which has been
barred by all administrations since our
Involvement in the early 1950s.
Conservative Senators such as John
Stennis, Robert Byrd and Strom Thurmond have long advocated a policy .,."

the union lunch pinch

man hoppe-

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

Then as well as now, these people see
little difference in Nixon's "unilateral
withdrawl" policies and the cries coming
from the extreme left for 'immediate
withdrawl'-for both would end in the
utter slaughter of the Vietnamese by the
Communists.
In addition, it is commonly felt that
the South Vietnamese will neither be able
to control their country nor defend it once
the last of the U.S. troops are withdrawn
under the Nixon plan. And under the
present policies of Washington neither
the South Vietnamese nor the Americans
could win the war in less then a decade.

"Look here, private," said the presiding Colonel, sternly
addressing the prisoner. "Our Job is to fight the Arabs, not
pick up cigarette butts."
"Yes, S...I mean, I guess so," said the prisoner, catching
himself. "But in the American Army..."
"The Americans have unlimited manpower," said the
Colonel, frowning. "They can afford all this shining shoes
buttoning tunics and enforcing regulations. But how could we
lick a hundred million Arabs with one hand tied behind our
backs-which we all know we can easily do-if we use the other
hand for saluting?"
"But what's wrong with saying, Su-'?" asked the Private.
"I kind of like it."
"It shows respect for the uniform," explained the Colonel
patiently. "Remember that every Israeli male now has to
spend years In the Army. If he starts respecting uniforms
instead of ability, we'll have the makings of a militaristic
society. Although, up to now, thank God, there's no danger of
that."
"I see the error of my ways!" cried the Private, unbuttoning his tunic, scuffing up his shoes and lighting a
cigarette. "I'll never salute again."
The Court, obviously moved by his contrition, conferred
briefly and announced he would be let off with a warning.
Private Ben Dov squared his shoulders, clicked his heels
and tucked In his Jaw. "Yes, sir! "he said. "Thank you.sir!"
Naturally, be was immediately tossed out of the Army for
'conduct becoming a soldier." As the Colonel said:
"If we Israelis ever develop a well-drilled, superbly
disciplined, spit-and polish Array, we might as well throw in
the sponge."

cupied chairs.
Commuter students and University
personnel rely on the conveniency of the
Student Union tor their lunch break and
have to ultimately settle for Tootsie Rolls
and water.
Perhaps the Union needs a better
organized system of lines. Maybe the
answer is more chairs.
Or maybe
University personnel should take their
lunch hour in shifts.
Or maybe we need to open a new room
in the Union. But then again, this is an
immediate problem.
Cindy Suopis
418 Chapman

let's bear from yon
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and your opinion columns.
Doe to our desire to bring you the
largest cross-section of views and
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
no more than MO words, typewritten, and
columns be a m««tmnm of four
typewritten pages."triple-spaced.

military victory which would ensure the
freedoms of the peoples of South Vietnam.
Recently the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
which Is the top military command in the
U.S.. testified that "it should be our
purpose to support our fighting men to
the greatest extent possible and within
reasonable limits, to do that which la
necessary to bring the war to an end as
quickly and successfully as possible" and
promptly called for a program of victory
in Vietnam.
Originally Vice-President Ky of South
Vietnam was scheduled to appear at the
march in order to deliver a speech about
Vietnamese feelings concerning the lack
of military aggressiveness by the U.S.
government, but combined pressure
from both the establishment of Nixon and
numerous leftwing groups forced him to
cancel the trip.
Speculation is that Ellsworth Bunker,
acting as a representative of the
government, threatened Ky with political
repraisalsif he spoke at the march. In
addition, the threatened attendance of
numerous militant-leftist organizations
increased the chances for a confrontation...so Ky probably will not
speak, but only because the
establishment will not accept any opposition to it's 'unilateral withdrawal'
policies.
But there will be 500,000 therewhether Ky attends or not. Groups such
as the American Legion, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars and the Sons of the
American Revolution have pledged
support as well as many victory-minded
Senators and Representatives.
This is not a rally in support of the
power-obsessed establishment-for these
people are anything but supporters of
Nixon's perverted policies, whether
foreign or domestic.
Many will
demonstrate for prayer and Bible
reading in schools and others for the
freedom of choice.
They will not march for coexistance
with Communism but for victory over
Communism. Every American owes it to
his country and his freedoms to attend
the March for Victory in Vietnam. If you
wish to go to Washington call: 353-7755 or
372-3164.
The great power-tower is a long way
off-but if we are to see the victory of
mankind over Communist domination.
Washington must feel the pressures of
the American people. One-half million
people will be in our capital this Saturiay-Won't you Join us?
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Nasser's death stalls peace
EDITOR'S NOTE: The
writer of this analysis Is chief
of Associated Press news
coverage in the Middle East.
By Roy Essoyan
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) Gamal Abdel Nasser's death
has dimmed hopes for peace
In the Middle East and created
a potentially explosive
vacuum in this volatile part of
the world.
"It's a vacuum too
horrible to contemplate," a
Western-educated Arab said
yesterday.

"I can see only chaos
ahead," said a Beirut
University professor.
"I have been pretty
pessimistic all along," a
diplomat commented. "Now
I'm really blue. Who can
bring the Arab world together
now?"
Despite his revolutionary
role in modern Arab history
and his anti-American public
posture, Nasser exerted a
moderating Influence on Arab
extremists.
His country is easily the
strongest and most powerful
In the Arab world, and his

seniority among Arab heads of
state enabled him to provide a
meeting
ground for both
leftist and right-wing regimes
In the area.

News
Analysis
In Egypt itself, a power
struggle appears Inevitable
And the Arab world,
deprived
of
Egypt's
dominating Influence, faces a
period of doubt, confusion,

Spnce agency biologists see
possibility of life on Mars

N.-i0h«'o by Brno St.ll.nt

GREETING MEMBERS of the student body is President Hollis A.
Moore. He and his wife were guests of honor at a reception held
yesterday afternoon in the Forum of the Student Services Building.
The reception was sponsored by the Student Body Government.

Senate shelves amendment
on Electoral College reform
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
constitutional amendment for
direct election of the
President was put aside in the
Senate yesterday after a
second attempt to break a
filibuster was rebuffed.
A petition to cut off the
debate failed for a second
time, falling five votes short of
the required two-thirds
majority. The vote was 53 for
ending the debate and 34
against.
Sen. Mike Mansfield of
Montana, the Democratic
leader, said in advance of the
vote that he regarded it as the
decisive test in the battle over
changing the presidential
election system.
Immediately after the
vote, Mansfield moved to lay
the proposed amendment
aside temporarily and take up

a military construction bill.
Sen. Birch Bayh, I D-Ind. i,
chief Senate sponsor of the
direct election proposal said
he would not object. But he
said he wanted to emphasize
the amendment was being put
aside temporarily, declaring
he intends to pursue the
electoral reform issue until it
is brought to a vote in the
Senate.
Bayh, said, however, that
he was reluctant to tie up the
Senate at this time because of
his understanding of the
responsibilities
of
the
leadership and the hardship
this would impose on his
colleagues, especially those
who are campaigning for reelection.
On Sept. 17 an initial
petition to apply the cloture
rule and force the electoral

reform issue to a vote fell six
short of the necessary twothirds margin. The vote then
was 54 for shutting off the
debate and 36 against.
But Sen. Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
(D-N.C), a leader of the
opposition, declared the issue
dead for this session of
Congress.
The proposed amendment
would abolish the Electoral
College system of electing the
president and provide that a
candidate who got as much as
40 per cent of the popular vote
nation-wide would be elected.

WASHINGTON (API-Two
space-agency biologists have
concluded from evidence
gathered by Mars spacecraft
that, in spite of an apparently
harsh environment, life of
some sort may exist there.
Some earthly organisms
can survive under conditions
almost as severe as those on
Mars, the scientists say in the
current issue of the Quarterly
Review of Biology.
Dr. Cyril Pcnnamperuma
and Dr. Harold P. Klein, of the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Ames
Research Laboratory, Moffett
Field, Calif., base their report
on data from the 20 per cent of
the Martian surface that has
been photographed, and on
which temperature, radiation
level atmospheric pressure
and water content have been
measured.
Most of the information
was obtained by three
Mariner fly-by missions,
forerunners of the Viking 197576 unmanned lander which is
to search for life on Mars.
The writers report these
indications of the possibility of
life on Mars,
The atmosphere of the
planet is extremely thin,
compared with that of the
earth, and the pressure Is
conderably lower on Mars.
But " considerable variation
in atmospheric composition
and density can be tolerated
by terrestrial organisms" and
microorganisms can grow or
survive at pressures much
lower than those on earth.

turmoil
and
probably
violence.
Mobs took to the streets of
Beirut, smashing windows
and burning cars, within
minutes of the announcement
of Nasser's death.
Arab extremists-the
Palestinian guerrillas and the
leftist Syrian and Iraqi
regimes-can be expected to
try and fiU the void left by
Nasser.
But they are bitterly
divided among themselves,
and their struggle for
supremacy carries risks of
further bloodshed among
Arab brothers.
Nasser and Jordan's King
Hussein were the only Arab
leaders to accept the U.S.
Middle East peace initiative.
Palestinian guerrilla opposition to a negotiated peace

Although the atmosphere
Because of the thin atmosphere, ultraviolet of Mars lacks oxygen and
radiation, harmful to life, may nitrogen "Most organisms do
penetrate to the planet's not require atmospheric
surface more easily than on nitrogen and even oxygen is
earth-but any Martian life not necessary for some."
Temperatures on Mars
may receive some protection
in regions that are often range from 65 degrees above
covered by a "blue hare to 112 below zero. But earthy
which might effectively ab- organisms can grow over a
sorb ultraviolet radiation for broad range of 205 above to 14
above zero, and can survive at
varying periods of time."
Furthermore,
if
Mars much lower temperatures.
Although the surface of
organisms exist they may
have evolved some means of Mars appears to be lacking, or
resistance to ultraviolet rays. almost lacking, in the liquid
water that appears to be a
requirement for life, water
may exist beneath the surface
as permafrost or ice.

Israeli forces
at Suez Canal
put on alert

TEL AVIV (AP) Israel's
land and air forces in the Sinai
and along the Suez Canal went
on the alert yesterday because
of the death of Egyptian
President Gamal Abdel
Nasser, afternoon newspapers
reported yesterday.
An
Israeli
army
spokesman refused to confirm
or deny the reports.
The
newspapers said
there were fears that someone
on the Egyptian side might
open fire without an order
from Cairo.
There also have been
reports that the Egyptian
forces facing the Israelis
along the canal have been put
on alert.
There has been a ceasefire along the canal since the
U.S.
sponsored
pesce
initiative went Into effect.

with Israel precipitated the
fighting In Jordan.
Hussein now must face the
guerrillas alone.
If the
guerrillas raise again- and
this seems to be a matter of
time-Hussein will have the
bitter choice of unleashing his
Bedouin armies against them
or suing for peace with Israel,
a step which could be suicidal.
No Arab leader seems of
sufficient stature to pursue the
American peace Initiative.
Hatred of Israel-and, by
association, the United Stateshas been whipped up among
the masses since their
humiliating defeat In the war
of 1967. Thus it Is doubtful
whether any of the Arab
leaders currently In power
could afford to adopt a conciliatory attitude toward
Israel or the United States.

Pi Kappa Alpha

RUSH SMOKER
Tonite 8:00-10:00

ALL INTERESTED
MEN INVITED
N.W. Corner New
Frat. Row

BROTHERS & SISTERS
Tbo St.fl.it Dtv.lop..i.. Pro.ra* will littrview that*
Hack St.d.-ti iittr.st.d ii doing r.criit.ig work tbli
quart.!-.
Students applying must be In good
standing academically, and be personable.

CONTACT: Franklyn Jackson
315 S. S. Bldg.
372-2643

If no candidate received
40 per cent of the vote, a runoff
election would be held.
The House approved the
plan in September of last year
by a 339-70 vote and it was
subsequently endorsed by
President Nixon.

New city religious group
begins services Sunday
Beginning this Sunday.
Bowling Green will have a
new religious denomination,
the Village View Church of
Christ (Christian).
Helping to establish the
new congregation are the
citizens of Bowling Green, and
hopefully, about 100 students
in the University who are
registered as members of the
Church of Christ.
There are also plans to
initiate a youth group, known

as Active Christians Today
(ACT), in affiliation with the
church.
Financial help will be
coming from the church
headquarters in Lansing,
Michigan, and also from a
local Church of Christ in
Findlay.
Temporary headquarters
are at the Seventh Day Adventist Building, 327 Lehman
Street. The church has obtained a site on West Poe Road

and hopes to begin construction of a permanent
building next spring.
The ministry will be led by
Dale Smeltzer, who will be
coming here from Mansfield.
Services on Sunday will begin
with study at 9:30 a.m.,
followed by worship at 10:30
a.m.

Typewriters

Justice Deportment announces

Adding
Machines

student discussions on campuses

Calculators

WASHINGTON (AP) Seeking what Atty. Gen. John
N. Mitchell termed a
beneficial exchange of information and views, the
Justice Department yesterday
announced it would send
representatives to SI campuses in 31 states for
discussions with students.
Included on the list are four
predominantly black institutions, and other colleges
and universities ranging in
size from Indiana University,
with 56,000 students, to
Pomona College in Claremont,
Calif., and Reed College in
Portland, Ore., both with 1200
students.
Mitchell, who hat not
disclosed whether he would be

among the representatives
visiting the campuses, said
the visits, in October and
November, are designed to
improve communications
between college students and
the Justice Department.
In letters to the institutions' presidents, Mitchell
noted that much of the Justice
Department's work-law enforcement, civil rights and
environmental quality-is "of
deep Interest to many younger
Americans."
The department's announcement said the 61 institutions were selected " to
provide a broad cross-section
of college campuses."
The list Includes private as
well as public institutions,
some of them denominational.

Sales All Makes
Service Expert,
Low Rates
Rentals
Hours:
9:00 - 8:00 Daily
Sat. till 5:00

BETTER
BUSINESS
MACHINES

127 S. Mils
352-7710

It's a free for wall!
Thats right, college folk. 7UP\ The
Uncola'", is offering you a super neat Uncola
poster for your wall absolutely free! All you do
is send sour name and address to: Uncola College
Offer. P.O. Box 14031. St. Louis. Mo. 63178. (Or
have someone write it for you if you go lo one of
those "progressive" schools.)
This semi-bcauiiful 21 by ll'poster is perfect for covering unsightly sections of your wall
like doors, clocks and windows. Also, this snazzy
poster is actually hanging in The Louvre in Paris!
That's right. The Louvre Car and Body Shop,

Paris. North Dakota. (Hours: y to 5, appoint- |
mcnls only, closed on Wednesdays I
Along wilh your poster we're going lo send
you absolutely FREE. FREE. FREE an un-pun
slicker and all kinds of 7UP literata on more
Uncola stuff that's available. (The kind you'll
like!) Mcrchandata ranging from really big 7UP
posters to Turn-Un lamps. You'll be the envy of
your room (especially if you live alone).
So send for your free 7UP poster. Don't delay! Act today! Supply is limited to the first 7 million requests. Offer Expires December 31, 1970.

Dear 7UP folk:
Gimme, gimme, gimme!
Thank you,

Name.
Address
City_

State
Zip
Send to:
Uncola College Offer.
P.O.Box 14031.
St. Louis, Mo. 63178

POQ.

4/Th, BG Now., r-sdntsdoy, Soptnr.otr 3C, 1970

Stiior ■••tings

Authorities battle brush fire;
largest in California history

All seniorJ are asked to
attend one of two meetings
tomorrow in the Grand
Ballroom, Union,
The meetings, scheduled
by the Office of Career
Planning and Placement, will
provide important verbal and
written information on employment opportunities after
graduation.
A listing of the employers
visiting the campus this year
will be distributed at the
meetings as well as the forms
necessary
to
assure
maximum exposure to employment opportunities.
The
meetings
are
scheduled for 10 a.m. arid 2
p.m.
Allocated Press Wlrephofo

s

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
fierce battle to beat back the
largest brush fire ever in
California was being won
yesterday near San Diego, and
authorities announced they
had conquered a blaze which
had burned lavish homes in
Malibu near Los Angeles.
The death toll from the
five-day siege in six counties
rose to eight Monday night.
A pilot and four fire
fighters were killed in a
helicopter
crash
while
heading for a fire in the
Angeles National Forest
culside Los Angeles.

blaze raged on yesterday. Authorities now
claim they are winning the battle to conquer
the largest such fire in the state's history.

CLOUDS OF smoke rise to an altitude of 12,000
feet from a brush fire near the Simi Valley
some 35 miles north of Los Angeles as the

A number of new small
fires were blamed on arsonists.
The Los Angeles County
Fire Department said a 31,000acre fire in Malibu Canyon
virtually was contained within
the perimeter.
This fire destroyed 99
homes, including those of
actress Angela Lansbury and
actor Dale Robertson.
The federal Small Business
Administration estimated the
over-all property loss in the
state at f 175 million, with fire
damage to 1,500 homes,
businesses or other buildings.
u Prior in.
i; (if Inferior
quality.
7 Rlllpse.
x Side i»f ii
IrtaiMle.
BChculsnf
drawer*.

PUZZLE
By Thomas W. Schifr

I
G
M
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Foundation offers fellowships
Students interested in the
Danforth
Graduate
Fellowships, to be awarded in
March 1971, are invited to
inquire in 404 South Hall,

the Danforth Foundation of St.
Ixmis, Miss, are open to
seniors or recent graduates ol
accredited colleges in the U.S
who are interested in collegt
teaching as a career, and wh<
plan to study for a Ph.D. in ;
field common to the un
dergradutate college.

according to Dr. Raymond
Yeager, professor of speech,
the local campus representative.
The fellowships, offered by

MEN'S

UAO Bowling League
— Begins
WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 11 7:00 PM

N
U

TO
DO
TODaY

$7.00 For 7 Weeks
Siii Up At UAO Office
Or Call 352-2343

Wednesday
Sept. 30
7-9 P.M.
All Interested
Men Invited

UNIVERSITY KARATE
CLUB
Will meet in Room 207,
Hanna Hall at 7 p.m. New
members welcome.

WEIL BLOW UP
ANY PHOTO INTO
A DYNAMIC
2 ft. x 3 ft. POSTER!

Rush Smoker

BGSU FLYING FALCONS
Will meet in the Capitol
Room, Union at 7:30 p.m.
Anyone interested in aviation
is welcome. The BGSU airport manager will be guest
speaker.

DRAMATIC ... STRIKING ... IMPRESSIVE!
Display any photo of yourself, friend, rela
tive or pet as a HUGE 2 ft. I 3 ft. Superposter! We'll blow up any black and white or color photo into an
excellent, sharp black-and-white poster that really attracts attention.
Perfect for dorm, bedroom, den, sorority house, or as an unusual
gift, lust send us a snapshot (no negative), returned unharmed with
your 2 ft. i 3 ft. enlargement. Fast delivery by one of the nation':
oldest poster studios — since 1919. Send only $395 for one or
$6 00 for two identical posters — you save almost $2 00! Satisfaction guaranteed. Mail your photo with remittance to:

CIIDCDDnCTCD
OUrCnrUO I Elf

Applicants must be less
than thirty years of age at the
time of application and may
not have undertaken any
graduate or professional study
beyond the baccalaureate.
Marital status makes no
difference.

UNITED CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Will meet in the basement
of the United Christian
Fellowship at 6:30
p.m.
Anyone interested in tutoring
or assisting in recreational
programs is welcome.

Oept/ooo-)
P.O. Box 2500
Englawotnr New Jersey 07631

SOCIETY FOR AD
VANCEMENT
OF
MANAGEMENT
Will meet in the Perry
Room, Union, at 12 noon. All
members of Executive Board
should attend.

DADS DAY AUDITIONS

t

Bridge Lesson series begins
tonight for all those who have
registered with the UAO.
SIGMA PHI
Will be held in the Journalism School, University
Hall, at 4 p.m. The meeting is
for discussion of pledging and
future plans.
AUDITIONS FOR HAMLET
Will be held in the Main
Auditorium, University Hall,
from 7-10 p.m. today and
tomorrow. Tryout materials
will be available for reading
beginning Monday, Sept. 28 in
322 South Hall. The play will
not be produced until Winter
Quarter but it is being cast
early because of the considerable
amount
of
preparation associated with
the production. Tryouts are
open to any University
student, graduate or undergraduate.
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hill.
33 Willow.
It] Tall tales.
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wing.
in A know-itall.
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DOWN
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California was declared a
disaster area.
Thousands of evacuees
returned to their homei.
Hundreds had none to return
to.
In Los Angeles and San
Francisco counties alone, 851
structures were destroyed,
including 390 homes.
An area about half the size
of Rhode Island-306,000 acreslay charred by the flames.
Fire fighters said they had
contained half of a 185,000acre fire which was halted
Sunday at the outskirts of
several San Diego suburbs.
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Solution of Yesterday's I'uizle
CRYPTOGRAM
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Kine salesman failed
In overcome adverse effect of facial lie.

WIZARD OF ID

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

SAILING CLUB

ANY AND ALL
TALENT WELCOME

Will meet in the Capital
Room, Union, at 7 p.m. Both
new and old members are
encouraged to attend.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
ANACHRONISM, INC.

OCTOBER 12, 13

WiU meet in the Capital
Room. Union, at 7 p.m. Introductory
broadsword
practice: important for those
interested in Chicago tourney
Oct. 11.

7:00-10:00
Dogwood Suite — Union

UNION ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION

urn

CLaSSIFIED -a®*-

Will meet in the Wayne
Room, Union, at
7 p.m.

Students Are VIP's
SAVE
AND DESERVE THE VERY BEST.

2.50 on
HAIRCUTS.

OPEN 6-0AYS
Mon. Tuts.. V*td. 8om-6pm
IWe
8om-9pm
"•is
8om- 7pm
Sot.
Som-Spm

Colonial Barbershop
US E. COURT $T.

CLIP HERE

Student Discount Card
R

erica
cut

50c Off ffteJ5J

Not valid on Saturdays

COLONIAL BARBER SHOP
125 E. Court Sir ft
This Cord expires after S haircuts
or Jan 31, 1971
°UNCH HERE A • • • •*

tification
Class
Organizational meeung Sun .
Oct. 4, 2 p m . 3rd door U H
RIDE
NEEDED-TOLEDO Call Barney Ijlllejohn 352STATE HOSPITAL or vicinity M
every Wed Call 392-0194
COOKS
Evening hours
1UST S FOUND
Howard
Johnson's
S
Reynolds Rd . Maumee Good
lx«t 1 pair of men's brown wages with meals included
glasses in front ol Puanello's No experience necessary
on Friday 29 Call 1-1173
Phone B3-2241 and ask for Mr.
Feathers or Mrs. Smith.
LOST
Women's
brown near Hayts and FOR SALE OR RENT
University Halls. Friday.
Se.lember 25
Please call Better Business MachinesLaura
312.9132 or 372-2471 Typewriters, adders and
calculators Sales service and
BUSINESS
O P
rentals. 227 S Main JJ1-77I0
PORTUNITIES
Daily til 9 p m. Sat til 9
Babysitter Wanted-One af- Its* AMX-10.3O0 miles. New
ternoon par weak 230-9 00 Tires Best Offerpm Should nave own Iran 33J-7SJ1
sporUion Call J92-39I1 or
MM,
For Sale: U GTO escellent
rand. Very reasonable Call
Fln-n-Falcon Scuba Club will 3914)09
hold It's first monthly meeting
Son.. Oct. 4. in River Room, For Sale Triumph TR3 Good
U.U. si I 00 p m
Now Condition Call
members or anyone interested
welcome
Gerbtls for sale
Contact
LIFE. Vlckl Evans at 2-3432
11 hr. YMCA Scuba car-

For Sale 99 Opel 9400 See
Ron. Apt 391 Wmlhrup South
1990 Dodge For Sale Good
Condition-<all 352-74W
POSTER COU-ECTORS-San
Francisco Rock Concert
Posters-Full color Out of
print Full sire originals from
the
F i I I m o r e
Auditorium .Guaranteed
highest quality or money
refunded
Originally coat
31 30 ea Limited offer 9 lor
94 99. We pay postage. Arbuckle Bros iri Piedmont
Ave . Oakland. Ca 94(11

'99 red Mustang w-vmyl top
Auto
Maurice Dewese.
Wesson 9994193 alter 3 00
pm
WANTED
1 open minded
female to sleep in and do light
housework Air conditioned
lurnished and male occupied
Very reasonable
Phone
Doug 1924192
Professor. Grad Student, or
good reliable student Very
nice room for rent 134 W.
Merry
1 modern room for male
graduate student or faculty
member Contact 111 4th St

FOR
SALE:
Royal
typewriter, pica type. excellent condition 3110 new
Asking 170 Contact Stave at House to sublet Immediately.
for 3 or nnnlhtj 4 mast
Sl-7799
students. 190 deposit. K0 per
Do you need another friend'' month. Must be willing to sign
See our A K.C. Longhair one v ear contract. 731 9th St.
Dachshund Puppies 3044933 after 4 10 pjn.

322 E Merry
1 Responsible M to share
Apt, 9e7.39-mo. Inquire Jim,
499 S. Enterprise Apt C after
300 p m
PERSONAL
SIG EP SAME Sn Get high
lor the MUD TUG I 30 Sat . '
Oct 3 at Sterling Farm
ALPHA CHI NEOPHYTESIT'S ALMOST TIME
Come grow with us. Call 22091 counseling center. 339
Student Services
Vint -The LotV Gallery of
Fine Arts. 104", S. Main
I Above Italy's I Tuts -Fn 9-1
Sat 114
LaSallts Back-to-Campus
Night Is This Week watch
for complete details Thurs.
BG News

Custom Wedding Bands m Vacuum Cleaners tor rant. By
(Old or sterling
Phillip the day. weak, or month or
Morton contemporary purchase
Pick up and
delivery Call Sol-Mat.
Jrwea-y ■■>" Woosttr

Well supply the mud: you
supply the tug Slg Ep MUD
TUG.

Roommate Wanlad-137 par
Dave-

Adrniaalon U FREE lor MidAm Dance this Friday.

3 Dog Night Tickets
Contact 313 Harmon 3714413

IM-Furnished-See
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Group questions curriculum
By Kalhy Fraxe
Issue Editor
The
University's
curriculum - particularly
group requirements-came
under heavy fire at a threeday conference of administrators, faculty and
students sponsored earlier
this month by Faculty Senate.
Representatives of all
segments of University life,
from President Hollis A.
Moore to Student BodyPresident Roger Coate to
campus security director
James Saddoris, attended the
conference held Sept. 13-15 at
Potawatomi Inn at Pokagon
State Park in Indiana.
Although the 75 participants were divided into
small groups free to discuss
whatever its members considered
important,
curriculum problems apDR. ALLEN N. KEPKE, chairman of the Ohio
Faculty Senate, discusses some problems

concerning curriculum relevancy which were
brought up at a three-day conference in Indiana this month.

Nixon praises peace efforts
in 'toned-down' naval review
ABOARD USS
SPRINGFIELD (AP)
President Nixon praised the
men of the U.S. 6th Fleet
yesterday as "indispensable
in keeping peace," reviewed a
toned-down display of U.S.
naval might and transferred
to this fleet flagship for a
commanders' conference.
The President flew by
helicopter from the aircraft
carrier Saratoga, where he
stressed "power for peace" in
a speech to men of the fleet.
Aboard the Saratoga he inspected passing naval units
but silenced the guns out of
respect for the President
Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt.
Nixon said before switching to the Springfield that
"it's much too early to say"
what impact Nasser's death
would have on world events.
He said it was not known
whether a single successor
would emerge or if Egypt
would operate under some
kind of collective leadership.
Talking about the funeral,
the President added "it would
not be appropriate for him to
no since relations between the
United States and Egypt "are
not on a formalized basis."
In his broadcast to the
fleet, but also referring to the
U.S. Army, Navy and Air
Force, Nixon said:

"I salute you as the peace
forces of the United States of
America."
He also told the men they
were the "peace forces of the
world."
The President said the
"power and mobility of the 6th
Fleet" in this period of danger
and tension in the Middle East
have been "indispensible in
keeping peace."
Nixon conferred earlier
with his top advisors about the
death of Nasser and its effect
on the Middle East, United
States and the rest of the
world.
After spending the night on
the aircraft carrier Saratoga,
which is cruising in the
Mediterranean with the U.S.
6th Fleet, the President went
into a private meeting with
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers, Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird, and security
affairs adviser Henry A.
Kissinger.
No details of the meeting
were disclosed. But Nixon's
schedule for the remainder of
his five-nation tour of Europe
was unchanged.
There had been speculation
that Nixon might have to call
off his visit to Yugoslavia,
scheduled for today and
tomorrow, because of the
death of Nasser. President

Tito of Yugoslavia was a close
friend of Nasser, and the
Egyptian president's funeral
is scheduled Thursday in
Cairo. But the Yugoslav
government disclosed today
that Tito had named his top
adviser to go to the funeral
and
was
continuing
preparations for Nixon's visit.
Yugoslav officials continued the distribution of invitations for a state reception
Tito and his wife are to give
for the Nixons in Belgrade
tonight.
.
Nixon said yesterday
that the United States must
maintain its military forces
and "must have them ready,
have them mobile and have
them strong."
Yesterday's visit with the
U.S. force guarding the North
Atlantic
Treaty
Organization's southern flank
and the Middle East was
planned as a high point of
Nixon's 12,000-mile European
trip. It was designed to underscore U.S. interests and
commitments
in
the
Mediterranean.
But the death of Nasser,
the most powerful figure in the
Arab world, caused shock in
presidential quarters and
uncertainty about the future,
regarding both the Middle
East situation and Nixon's

plans for the remainder of his
trip.
He canceled a firepower
demonstration that he was
scheduled to review in a twohour special fleet exercise
yesterday off southern Italy.
But he plans to go ahead with
other items on his schedule,
including a meeting with
NATO commanders in Naples
today.
Nixon flew to the Saratoga
by helicopter Monday night
from St. Peter's Square in
the Vatican after a day of
talks with Italian government
leaders and Pope Paul VI.
The President learned of
Nasser's death shortly after
arriving on the Saratoga.
"I was shocked to hear of
the sudden death of President
Nasser," Nixon said. "The
world has lost an outstanding
leader who tirelessly and
devotedly served the causes of
his countrymen and the Arab
world."
Nixon received a 21-gun
salute as he went on the flight
deck of the 60,000-ton carrier
yesterday. Navy sources said
the salute was arranged only
after last-minute decisions
that it did not violate the
President's ban on firepower
demonstrations.

parently were considered by
every group.
Faculty Senate chairman
Dr. Allen N. Kepke reported
that the key idea in most of the
curriculum discussions was a
need for more flexibility.
Participants were concerned with course relevancy,
he said, not only a relevancy
to current events but also to
each student's particular
educational objective.
Students questioned group
requirements that force them
to take courses unrelated to
their major areas of study.
Another area of concern
was the traditional grading
system.
Participants
questioned whether grades
were a motivation for increased study or even a
reliable measure of what a
student had learned.
Many participants thought
the University community

CLEVELAND (AP) Cleveland's entire 28-man
police homicide squad has
joined in the search for two
men suspected in the fatal
shooting of one policeman and
serious wounding of another
early Monday.
A first-degree murder
warrant was issued for
l^onard T. Miller, 23, of East
Cleveland, in the fatal
shooting of Patrolman Joseph
P. Tracz Jr., 27.
Police said Patrolman
Frederick R. Fulton, 28, who
was seriously wounded in the
shooting, identified Miller's
picture. Fulton was in fair'
condition Monday night in
Mount Sinai Hospital.
Police said they were also
searching for Eddie Hampden, 21, of Cleveland, for
questioning in the shooting.
Police said Hampden was
wanted on a previous warrant
for burglary. They said he was
known to be an associate of
Miller and a pair of shoes
found at the shooting scene
were believed to be his.
The officers were shot
after they stopped a car
registered to Miller for a
traffic violation on an east
side street, police said.
Lt. Ralph Joyce, head of
the homicide division, said
Fulton had taken the car's
driver, believed to be Miller,
back to the patrol car after the
man said he didn't have a

WASHINGTON (AP) - Dr.
Carl Mclntire said yesterday
he still believes there is a
possibility South Vietnam
Vice President Nguyen Cao
Ky will change his mind again
and attend Saturday's March
for Victory in Washington,
Mclntire,
the
fundamentalist New Jersey radio
preacher who is chairman of
Ferndale
wanted
to the rally, told newsmen his
tendent of the Ferndale
district, said the district will segregate Negroes after a belief was based on more than
appeal Robbins' decision.
racial incident in 1925, he said. wishful thinking but he
He also said the federal
The only other northern or declined to give any suballotment for Ferndale in the western school system cited stantial reasons for his
current fiscal year is 1265,887 by HEW for alleged non- opinion.
and the HEW decision may compliance with federal civil
"It's not wishful thinking
jeopardize an additional 12.9 rights laws is in Wichita, on my part. There is more to it
million in state aid.
Kansas. No ruling has been than that," he said. "I'm just
At issue is one of Fern- made in that case.
sitting and waiting. That's all
dale's 10 elementary schools,
I'll say on that now."
U.S. Grant, that now enrolls
365 of the suburb's 396 black
elementary students and has a
virtually all-black faculty.
The remainder of Ferndale's
schools are desegregated.
Robbins ruled that Ferndale built the Grant school in
1926 only one year after the
construction one half mile
away of another elementary
school that was not filled to
capacity.

ALL MAJORS WELCOME
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PATROLMAN
JOSEPH P. Traci,
27, was shot to
death in Cleveland
aarly Monday after
he helped stop a
car for a traffic
violation:
Cleveland's entire
homicide
squad
has joined in the
search for two men
suspected in the
fatal shooting.
He said the gunmen got
into the back seat of the car
and ordered him to drive to
the field where three men
were waiting.

JTJTSTOI*, HOTJSH3

Mclntire would not say if
Ky, who announced Saturday
he would not address the rally
after saying previously he
would, gave him any verbal
indication he would travel to
Washington for the speech.
"He is torn between a
struggle on what he must do
as vice president and as a
great representative of his
people," said Mclntire who
met for an hour and ten
minutes with Ky Monday in
Paris.
In a prepared statement
which he read, Mclntire said
the Nixon administration had
influenced the South Vietnamese government into
pressuring Ky to cancel the
address he was to have made.
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The University Is Now Offering

Getting
it all
together in
a dynamic
get up from the
"Center Stage"
Collection.
In antique
gold/maroon/teal
blue plaid of
100% wool Sizes 5-15.
Sleeveless jacket

3 Credit Hours For

Panel pleat skirt

LEARN TO FLY NOW I

In A Fantastic Piper Cherokee

Marketing Club
Membership Drive, 1970
Wed., Sept. 30, and Thurs., Oct. I
9.00 AM. to 4:00P.M. Hays Hall

driver's license. Joyce said his seventh wedding anthe man wheeled around and niversary.
shot Fulton when Fulton
His wife said she thought
started to search him.
that "today would be his last
Tracz, who was standing day on the force" when she
alongside the suspect car by visited him in the hospital
the passenger, was im- Monday. But she said he told
mediately fired upon by the her, "I will return. A couple of
passenger, Joyce said.
scratches like that aren't
Fulton was shot in the going to stop me."
mouth, arm, chest and groin.
In another incident two
He'crawled back into his Cleveland policemen said they
cruiser and radioed for help were pinned in their car by
before blacking out.
gunfire Monday night when
Tracz was shot at least five they went to an East Side field
times, including in the back of to aid two Cleveland State
the head and neck, in the back University students who
and leg. Joyce said he ap- reported they had been abparently was shot by his own ducted and robbed.
gun, which was found empty 10
Patrolman Peter Ventura
feet from his body.
and Michael Toth, members of
Joyce said that some of his the Task Force, went to the
men came off vacations, field in response to a report by
furloughs and days off to aid in a neighbor who heard shouting
the search. A normal shift has coming from the field.
about eight detectives.
The officers said theyjgere
Tracz, who would have about to get out of their car
been on the force a year on when they were fired upon.
Oct. 19, was dead on arrival at They radioed for help and as a
Forest City Hospital.
dozen police cars converged
His wife, eight months on the scene, five men fled
pregnant, had asked him to through backyards in the
stay home Sunday night area, police said.
because she wasn't feeling
Ralph Gery, 19, of Euclid,
well, but was told, "Honey, we said he and his girl friend
can't live on love. I have a Job were sitting in a car in front of
to do, and I have to earn a fraternity house when two
money," according to her men carrying guns apfather, Edward Grau.
proached the car.
Fulton had received a
citation and a merit pay increase for making numerous
felony arrests. Monday was

Mclntire says Ky
may attend march

aid for maintaining segregation
The Supreme Court has
ruled illegal schools officially
segregated by law or practiceso-called de jure segregation.
It has never passed on socalled de facto school
segregation arising from
housing patterns.
Robbins, in effect, found
Ferndale guilty of classic
southern-style
segregation.
He did, however, rule that
housing discrimination and
school segregation "each
supported the other."
Ferndale has 20 days to
appeal the ruling to the review
authority of the Department of
Health,
Education and
Welfare.
If it should stand, Ferndale
will lose 1275,000 in federal
education aid.
John Hough ton, superin-

Some
groups
also
suggested that freshmen,
sophomores, junior and
seniors be placed in the same
classes to provide varying
degrees of experience,
sophistication and approaches
to subject areas.
Others questioned the role
of research at the University.
The BG News was
criticized by some for "failure
to fully represent the entire
University community."
All recommendations
made during the conference
will be submitted to the appropriate decision-making
bodies on campus.
A report on the conference
is to be released for University-wide distribution.
Dr. Kepke said all the

objectives of the conferencegetting to know the participants and their viewpoints
better, determining areas of
greatest concern, and making
workable recommendations
for improvements-were
achieved.
He attributed the success
of the conference to its
"realistically
attainable
goals."
Participants were chosen
by Dr. Kepke and Dr. Stanley
Cuff man Jr., vice president of
academic affairs. Dr. Nelson
Ober, speech instructor,
selected leaders for the small
discussion groups.
Although conferences have
been held in the past. Dr.
Kepke said this was the first to
be conducted in this manner.
He added that he would
favor another conference next
year.

Police homicide squad
searches for suspects

Michigan school system may forfeit
WASHINGTON (AP) Ferndale, Mich., stands on the
verge of becoming the first
northern school district to join
hundreds of southern ones that
have lost federal aid since 1965
for maintaining segregated
systems.
A
federal
hearing
(examiner ruled Mondav that
the Detroit suburb has, since
1926, set aside one of its
elementary schools as a
virtually all-black enclave of
pupils and teachers.
But examiner Horace H.
Robbins rejected this key
government contention.
Official actions of the school
board aside, Ferndale's
allegedly
discriminatory
housing laws and convenants'
were alone sufficient to call
the school system de jure
segregated.

was homogenous, and that
people
with
varying
backgrounds are needed here.

Obtaining Your
Pilot's Licence
1st 45 Min. Lessons $5

Contact Crow Inc.
University Airport

$70 For our complete

Starting Date

ground school course
Books Included

Shirt
In dusty gold.
65% Dacron/35% Avril,
Scarf

October 13
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Defensive line lean, but mean
By Via Mannix
Assistant Sports Editor
Early in the second quarter
of last Saturday's game,
Dayton had the ball fourth and
one on the Bowling Green 32
yard line, and this being
"gambling territory," the
Flyers felt their brass and
decided to go for the first
down.
The Dayton quarterback
took the snap and handed the
ball off to one of his backs
barrelling for the middle of
the line
He never even

reached the line of scrimmage.
One hundred-eighty pounds
of defensive end. named Bill
Montrie, sliced around the
right side of Dayton's offensive line stuffed the ball
carrier in his tracks, and
Dayton had to give up the ball.
In a game where gorillasized linemen are vogue, one
might wonder where gangling
6-1, ISO pounder fits in the
picture.
"He's got long arms for
good reach, and he's quick like
Phil tVillapianol," said Tom
Merlitti, describing his

teammate, Montrie.
Not too long before Bill
made his clutch play, the
playing field had been inundated by a monsoon-like rain.
However,
according
to
Merlitti, Bowling Green's
corner linebacker, the wet
field didn't hinder the defense
that much.
"Though it might slow us
down a little, we're always
pursuing," he said. "That's
what we pride ourselves on,
ourpursuit
and
our
gangtackling."
Tom added that quickness
is the key ingredient to

CLOSING IN on the play are defensive tackle Larran Meador (66)
and monsterman Art Curtis (31) to assist another Bowling Green

defender who has collared Dayton's Roy Watkins (40). Neither
the "rain gods", the hawk, nor Dayton blockers stopped pursuit
like this.

Weak foes - weak results
By Jim Ferstle
Sports Writer
"Bowling Green's crosscountry team defeated both
Marshall, and Buffalo State.
15-50. for shutouts." the voice
Irom
the
loudspeaker
proclaimed amid the wow's
and "so what's" that echoed
over Doyt Perry Field
preceding this weeks gridiron
classic.
Comments like "Where's
Buffalo State," and "must be
nice to run against rinky-dink
teams." were also in abundance. But what is it really
like to run against inferior
competition''
To begin with, there is
never any certainty as to the
calibre of the opponents until
the blast from the starter's
gun begins the race. As the
runners approach the first
mile, the trend of the confrontation appears.
Watching in frustration
near the mile mark Saturday,
All-American Sid Sink commented, 'I-ookat that, nobody
is with them at all! Just a
pack of BG guys, Impressive!"
Impressive and surprising,
according to Dave Wottle.
"I expected at least one of
them to keep up, but I looked
around and all I saw was
orange."
After
reaching
this
moment of truth the tendency is to let down as
sophomore Tracy Elliot
relates, "You know you don't
have to run that hard so you're
not as psyched."
The reward does not exceed the effort required as
Wottle infers in his description
of the last mix of the race i
tried to pick it up coming off
the hill but as I turned off onto
the road my body said, 'Dude

you're going too fast' and I
slowed up."
Being in the lead by a good
margin, the feeling of com-

petition was missing and as a
result the effort suffered. The
conclusion being that inferior
meets yield inferior results.

Bowling Green's style of
defense, and that's why BUI
Montrie is holding down the
left defensive end post.
"He's quick enough to do
the Job," said Tom.
Understandably then it's
better for good defense sake to
have a bevy of lightweights
that can corner a halfback and
nail him, rather than some
trundling 250 pound linemen
who get faked out of their
socks by a nimble halfback in
a bang-bang touchdown play.
Another member of the
Falcons' "light and quick"
defense is tackle Jack
McKenzie 16-2 220) who can
make book on this idea with a
play he made late in the
second quarter Saturday.
A Dayton running back had
Just taken a handoff and didn't
have control of the ball when
McKenzie slid off his blocker
and slammed into the runner
causing him to fumble.
"The ball squirted over his
head and one of our guys
Jumped on it," said McKenzie,
"but 'somebody jumped on
him and it squirted loose again
and they recovered."
Jack explained that he was
"coming hard" or trying to
penetrate since this was his
assignment in the specific
defense called in the huddle, a
"game" defense.
"We try a lotta stunts and
try to outquick the offense,"
he said.
Being the lightweight line
that it is, Bowling Green's
defensive front wall cannot
afford to sit and wait for the
play to come to them, particulars when they're lined up
across from an enemy offensive line that goes from 230
to 270 pounds, which belongs
to this Saturday's MAC opponent Western Michigan.
"If they start double
teaming you with their 270 and
240 pounders and you're sittln'
it out, it's going to get rough,"
said McKenzie. "So we move
around a lot...try to get a step
on the blocker.
Jack explained that the
Falcons run defenses coordinated to move left or right.
There is also this straight
ahead type movement called
"pad under pad."
"We're taught to get our
shoulders under the guy in
front of us," he said. "This
hangs the blocker up and he
can't get us outta there."
The defensive lineman can
then either roll from underneath the blocker and
pursue the ballcarrier, or if
he's pinned there he can still
trip the runner going by, or
"make somebody free, like a
linebacker, who can stop the
play," Jack pointed out.
"We always try to keep
coming."
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SPOTS
VVM tickets
Tickets for Saturday's MidAmerican Conference football
opener for Bowling Green at
Western Michigan are now on
sale at the athletic department ticket offices in
Memorial Hall and the
stadium. The price is (4 with
kickoff time in Kalamazoo set
for 2:30 p.m., Bowling Grren
time.
The Falcon ticket office
also has tickets on sale for the
Milwaukee
Bucks
vs.
Cleveland Cavaliers pro
basketball tilt at Anderson
Arena on Sunday. Oct. 11. All
■eats are reserved for the 8
p.m. game and are priced at
14 and $5.
Both ticket offices are open
weekdays from I a.m. to noon
and from 1 until 5p.m.

LicrosM ■••tiif
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HERE I AM BABY Don Windom it all
grins as he gets himself together before
lest Saturday's triangular cross country
meet in which the Falcons shutout both
Buffalo State and Marshall.

All men interested in trying
out for the Bowling Green
lacrosse team, attend a
meeting Thursday 7 p.m. in
room 122 of the library.

The BROWN GANG piling up another Dayton
play includes linebacker Tom Merlitti (43),
end Bill Montrie (46), tackles Larran Meador

N.wiphoio by Lorry Fu

(66), and Jack McKenzie (63), and monsterman Art Curtis (31).

Computer in shoulder pads
When
Walt
Disney
Productions made their hit
movie, "The Computer Wore
Tennis Shoes," they may have
been thinking about I.iunr
Kelly of the Bowling Green
football team.
Falcon Coach Don Nehlen
calls Kelly, "The Computer"
and freely admits that having
the senior as his starting
defensive safety is like having

a direct pipe line to the opposing team's huddle.
"Kelly is unbelievable
when it comes to giving our
defensive unit the right tip on
what play the opponents are
going to run," states Nehlen.
"Our players have become so
accustomed to having Kelly
tip off the play that they ask
him 'what's the play' instead
of 'what's the coverage."

;W.*
TAKING OFF with his "lightning-like"
speed is free safety, academic whiz, and
aviation enthusiast Larry Kelly. "I'm
about the slowest guy in our secondary,
so I have to get my extra steps from
knowing where the play is probably going
to go," admits Larry.

It's no secret that Kelly is
the "brains" of the Falcon
defensive unit which has given
up only 154 yards a game to
two opponents despite a 0-1-1
record. The Falcons have
come to depend on his calls
which many times are so
accurate
that
opposing
quarterbacks check off at the
line of scrimmage after
hearing Kelly call out their
play in advance.
When it comes to brains,
the
Falcon
safetyman
received his share. Off the
field he uses them to pursue a
degree in administrative
science while sporting a 3.74
accum. which is tops on the
club and the highest in the
Mid-American Conference for
a football player.
Kelly's talents in the
classroom and on the football
field last season produced a
spot on the All-MAC Academic
first team and national
recognition on the Academic
All-American Third Team.
Kelly lists his intelligence
as the reasonwhy he is starting
his second season in the BG
secondary. "I'm about the
slowest guy in our secondary,
so I have to get my extra steps
from knowing where the play
is probably going to go. I
probably wouldn't be starting
if Ididn'thave the brains to go
with my ability."
Assistant Coach Jack
Harbaugh disagrees a bit with
Kelly's evaluation of himself.
"Laurie is an excellent
football player. He isn't fast
but he is a fine all-around
athlete who gets the job done.
His intelligence is a bonus
which
makes
him
in-

dispensable to our defensive
unit."
Kelly traces his knack of
play calling to his memory. "I
don't know what it is. but I can
listen to a professor and spout
back answers in his own
words. At the same tune, I
have problems remembering
names."
The Falcon film room is
Kelly's home away from
home. He spends a lot of time
there each week looking at
opponent's
films
and
memorizing what the opponents tend to do in certain
situations and in certain
formations.
"During the game, I recall
those tendencies and base my
play calling on what I
memorized from the film
room. I don't really call the
play. I just try to let the
defense know what to expect
and what may be coming up."
In high school Kelly earned
eight letters in football,
basketball, and baseball. He
came to Bowling Green on an
academic scholarship and
wanted to play baseball.
He did go out for freshman
football where he was a
quarterback for three days
until shifted to defense. Last
season as a starter he led the
team with five pass interceptions. He already has
four touchdown saves to his
credit in two games this
season.
Although Nehlen wouldn't
trade his "computer" for the
world, he did have one small
request to ask his top defender:
"Don't you think it's
about time to program a
victory?"

The Green Sheet
is moving
(TO THE 5th EDITION)

Beginning next Monday, the campus
calendar will appear weekly in the BG
NewsSth edition. Announcements should
still be submitted to Teri Sharp,
University News Service, 807 Administration Bldg. Deadline is Thursday
noon.

